Case Study

Creed Foodservice
Three new Solomon
Dual Temperature
conversions
Quality conversions that are
a credit to our fleet and
compliment our image perfectly.
Philip de Ternant, Creed
The Customer
Creed Foodservice are one of the
UK’s leading independent Foodservice
Wholesalers with over 25 years history.

Their continued success is based around
ensuring the customer is always at the
heart of their business.They supply and
deliver a comprehensive product portfolio
which includes Country Range and nationally
branded products.
The range encompasses Meat and Poultry,
Fresh, Frozen, Ambient and Non - Food
products. Creed Foodservice pride
themselves on offering a total food service
solution to all their customers.

Our Solution
Three New Solomon thermally insulated,
lightweight, watertight & hygienic conversions.
In each the floor is laminated in situ to form a
one piece ‘shower tray’ impervious to moisture
and seamless at floor level. Solomon’s High
pressure vacuum bonded precision interlocking
panels form the sides, bulkhead and roof with
high impact woven roving GRP to form a
consistent and durable finish throughout the van.
The 80mm thick high density RTM Styrofoam’s
insulation thermal conductivity is extremely
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Creed Foodservice.

efficient with a k factor of 0.025W/m-K.
Aperture surrounds are superbly finished
with purpose made watertight moulds.
Internal wheel boxes are protected with
aluminium as standard offering protection
against wear and tear.
Fixed interior bulkhead divides the Frozen and
Chilled compartments. A deep frozen Freezer
slab side door gives access to the Front frozen
compartment. Refrigeration was provided by a
Carrier Xarios 350 Multi temp unit.

The Benefits
Superb thermal efficiency with faster
fridge pull down times and the resulting
saving in fuel economy from the fridge
working less often.
Clean hygienic interior with clear LED
lighting providing only the best environment
for Creed’s products.
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